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LBSTRACT
In this prpject, the concept of pupil control

ideology was studied as it applied to student teachers. Those
students at Central Missouri State University who were completing
their student teaching experience during the winter and spring terms
of 1970 participated in the study. The two hypotheses tested were
that a) there will be no significant difference in the mean scores of
pupil control ideologies of student teachers from different
socioeconomic backgrounds and b) there will be no significant change
in the pupil control ideology of teachers in the primary grades group
with respect to their pretest and posttest scores. The measurement
instrument was the Pupil Control Ideology form. Within the
limitations of the study, both null hypotheses were accepted. The
findings suggest that .belief orientations that student teachers hold
about pupil control are not influenced significantly by the effects
of differing socioeconomic status and that the student teacher's
perceptions of life in the classroom relative to pupil control and
his actual experiences in the classroom are fairly congruent.
(Author/HMD)
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Traditionally, the act of tere'aiha. hr:s been conceived of as simply the

transmission of knowled:Te frcm a teacr.er--oresumably a person of above average

intelligence--to a -roue, of society's neophytes. The educational spotlight

was on the teacher, the stu.ients comprised the audience, and communication was

by-and-large one wayfrom teacher to student.

More recently an increasing amount of attention has been directed to the

relationship between student and teacher. Evidence of this may be seen in the

emphasis _7i.ven to the affective domain in establishing instructional Objectives.

The feelings of students have thus taken on an unnrec2.7:ented i-rortance.

Equally significant in the teacher-student relationship are the feelings of

the teacher in the teaching act. Richardson describes this teacher-student

relationship as_ ". . . a network of feelings, attitudes and expectations binding

the teacher both to his individual pupils and to his class as a whole."' ;'Taller

refers to this relaticnship as a confrontation. "Teacher and pupil confront

each other with attitudes from which the underlying hostility can never be

altogether removed."2

A ouick survey of student teachers will generally reveal that as they

enter their student teaching assilTnments, their greatest fears center on this

teacher-student relationship, and not on their conand of content areas to be

taught. The student teacher generally sees his ability to control students as

one of the major criteria of his success or failure in student teaching, and

this belief is usually given staunch support by those who supervise his ac-

tivities and evaluate hid work. "Iork done by Fuller, 7ilgrim end Freeland

suggests that control problems are a major concern of student teachers.3
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Abbott has written about the function of Ideology as en intervening vari-

able in effecting a person's perceptions of his organizational role :.,pecta-

tions.4 Hoy makes application of this concept in establishing the use of the

pupil control ideology as providing "an internal guide to action" for studying

the behavior of student teachers.5

Pupil Control Ideology

The Gilbert and Levinson study of the patient control ideology held by

mental hospital staff members
6 stimulated 7illowerl Eiden and Hoy to con-

cer.tualize a similFr scheme for teacher-stdent r==1Ftichsnios.7

called the Pupil Control Ideolo7y Form (PCI Form).

Oneraticnalizin7 a measure cf runil control orientation was FccomrliFhed

through a twenty item instrument utilizins! a Likert-tyre scale. Items were

scored using a numerical scale ranging from 1 to 5. The higher the score the

more custodial the pupil control ideology of the respondent.

Validity of the PCI Form was established by asking principals to identify

a specified number of teachers considered to be highly custodial or humanistic.

Approximately 15 per cent of the faculty yeas identified with each type. Mean

scores for each arcup were compared using a T test of the difference of means.

A one-tailed test produced a T value of 2.639, indicatincr a difference in the

expected direction at a .01 level of simificance. A cross-validation usinFT a

new samole and similar technicues Was si,,nificant at the .001 level. 3

Ry correletim7 even with odd-item subscores, a solit-helf reliability was

calculated. The Pearson Product-moment coefficient was .r)1 and the Spearman-

'"Prawn correct coefficient was .T5.
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Prototypes of humanistic and custodial orientations may be briefly described

as follows: "The model of the humanistic orientation is . . . Students' learn-

ing and behavior is viewed in psychological and sociological terms rather than

moralistic terms . . . The humanistic teacher is optimistic that, through close

personal relationships with pupils and the positive aspects of friendship and

respect, students will be self-disciplining rather than disci lined."1°

"The rigidly traditional school serves as a model for custodial orientation.

This kind of organization provides a highly controlled setting concerned 'pri-

marily with the maintenance of order . . . ?cssimism and watchful mistrust

i771 ..e the viewcoint . . . Soth cower and communication flow downward,

and students are expected to accept the decisions of teachers without cuestion."11

cccic72c:nc:r.i.c S, tus (C777)

One variable under consideration in this study of pupil control ideology of

student teachers was that of the socioeconomic background of the student teacher.

The first impulse of the writers was to simply predict that people of different

vary sif-mifica,ntly in their puoil ccntrol

seemed reasonable in the light of the general agreement in the

literature that child rearing differs by SES groups and consequently values

established vary as wc11.12' 13' 14 Furthermore, Carlson has found that

. . teachers see education as the goal with middle and unner class children

but substitute discinline as the goal with lower class children."
15

It seemed

likely that a teacher originating in the lower classes would teach as she was

taught. However, this kind of rationalizing would ignore the "melting not"

effect of three to four years cf college life. 7tnioni suggests that even

thou -h the rcrrnn.7,3ity rtructurt., hz,s ,Sic 1: been (1,7,ta)]ihc-], that the
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". . . learning of specific skills and role orientations continues with every

change of status, in particular with membership in new sociel units, such as

organizations."16

'ioy says that ". . . few members can escape the formative influence of the

values, expectations, incentives, and sanctions of the organization."17 Thus

it becomes evident that, in fact, one might expect the pupil control ideologies

of students preparing for teaching to steadily move toward a level of commonality.

Therefcre, if the influence of SFS has been dissipated or reorganized, one might

well exnect that there would be no significant difference in the pupil control

cf b.7 inning student teachers with respect to their sccipcconcmic

background.

The .:CP.0 Occupational Prestige Scale was an outgrowth of work done by Alba

Edwards in classifying occupations for the Pureau of the Census. North and

Hatt chose ninety occupations and asked a quota sample of 2,920 people in the

United States to rank these in order of prestige. Two items were given

alternate titles, so 88 occupations were actually listed.
18 These occupations

were rated as poor, somewhat below average, averag, zcod, and excellent.19

numerical values 1 through 5 resPectively were assi7ned to these

The frequencies for each rating were reduced tc percentages and averaged for

all five ratin7s. 'Tonit knew" responses were excluded. The highest average

score was ranked as the number one Prestige cccuoaticn.

The reliability of the :X7C Scale was established in 1963 when Hod7e,

and Rcssi replicated the M7 ':CPC study. They fo.md a .99 correla-

tion on the rank order of occupational listines.2°

This listing of occupations was divided into five cater- cries by Kah1.21

For the purposes cf this stu:iy the :-.cups includihc. semi-skilled and unskilled
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workers were grouped together under the title low SES. The semi-Professional

and professional groups ccmncsed the high SES group, and the skilled workers

made up the middle FEF group.

Hypotheses

Several hypotheses were considered for this study. First and foremost

was the following:

1. There will be no si,l-nificant difference in the mean scores of the

nunil control ideolc7ies of student teachers from different socioeconomic

backgrounds.

Another hypothesis under consideration was based cn sheer exnerience of

working in sunervision of student teaching. On an informal basis, student

teachers were asked the writers to identify what they perceived to be the

notentially most threatening problem they faced as they were beginning their

student teaching exnerience. Almost without fail this was identified as

nunil control. The same nroblem was nosed again at the completion of student

teaching. There was an almost consistent change for the lower primary teachers

this time. Now the major problem had become the utilization of time. Cn

the strength of thf-; .7eedhack, the following prediction was made:

H. 2. There will be no significant chon,:e in the Dunn control ideology

of teachers in the primary grades group with respect Lo their pre-test and

post-test scores.

Procedure

During the winter term (19f:9-1970) and the sorin term (1970), all Central

nssouri 7tate University student teachers wc7-e asked to re3:'ond to the
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Pupil Control Ideology Form (PCI Form) two times--once immediately prior to

the beginning of their student teaching and again eleven weeks later, immedi-

ately after completing their student teaching.

The forms were originally administered to 433 student teachers. The use

of the last four digits of their social security numbers for matching pre and

post forms was utilized. ?o names were requested. Of these 433, thirty-one

were not used in that they either .could not be matched, or the subject had

7revious contract teachin7 experience. Cf the ).J2 subjects included in the

study, 84 fell into the low SZS group, while 2/.9 and 69 respectively fell

into the middle and high s7S groups.

Findings

A single classification analysis of Variance was errployed to comnare the

groun means of the three S7s 7rouns. The results for 1 are shown in

Table T. Since tho c=nuted F value is not significant, neither a7)proaching

significance, it was deemed unnecessary to check for any significant differ-

ences between any pairs of groups. The null hypothesis H. 1 is accepted.

TY;T: T

A Co=ariscn of 7C1 Form Scores by 5E3 .-::.reuns

7F 7u77 of 7,cueres

Total 401 1548L.2942

ctween 2 18.6376 9.3L33 0.241*

7ithin 3q9 15L45.6380 ,,3 7430

reqaired va]ue for si.7nificance at the level is 1

The results fc: 2 co--rlrin., the ere anC cost -stuent rCI Form

score? of 71,rwr in Table Since the
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computed F value is less than the regnired value, the null hypothesis H. 2

is accented.

T431,7.7. II

A Comparison of Pre and Post Student Teaching PCI Form Scores
of Primary Grade Teachers (K-3)

Source of
Variation BF L'.ean Squares

Trials 1 59.0625

?etv ;een Subjects 109 61.0999

Residual 109 19.8716

Total 219 /40.5656

2.972*

*The required value for siznificance at the .05 level is 3.3.

Discussion

The findings sui,7est that belief orientations which student teachers hold

about tunil control are not influenced sirnificantly by the effects of differ-

ing socioeconomic status. It should be remembered that this study reflects

only the' behavior cf students from one school. It should also be noted that

there was a considerable difference in the male-female ratio of the three

groups, and no attempt was made to control this variable. The low S7S 7rcuo

had a 2 to' 3 male-female ratio, the middle SIT) =nun a I to 3 mao-female ratio,

and the hi7h SES rreun a 1 to L male-female ratio. Further st.udy may be

fruitful if not only the sex variable would be controlled, but also if the

variable of teachinT; level (elementary, secondary) would be controlled at the

same time.

The findinrs concerni:.:7 !I. 2 certainly deserve furthr stndy. It would

annear that the data surrcsts that the st-udent teacher's neroenti.:.:n lip

clasFreem relative to nunil control and his actual experiences in the
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classroom are fairly.codgruent. If further study would support this finding,

it would seem that work could then be done to attempt to isolate the factors

which contribute to this potential difference between primary grade teachers

and other teaching levels.

Additional Develonments

In addition to testing the two hypotheses, the data :;es nerused in search

cf ressible results which might werrant further investip:ation. No hypotheses

were developed. This secticn represents simply the follcwing of a ''hunch ",

withcut any well defined rationale.

The male teachers were found to be more custodial than female teachers- -

a finding- previously reported by7Tillower, Eiden, and Hoy. 22 Hoy also found

student teachers to become more custodial in their pupil control ideology

during the student teaching term.23 This study found that not only were males

more custodial in their pupil control ideology than were females prior to the

student teaching experience, but that the males became more custodial in their

pupil control ideology at a sianificantly greater rate during. student teach

ing than did the female teachers.

A similar findin7 wa7, noticed when stuent tacners' FGT. Form scores were

comnared by their level of teaching assignments. The secondary teachers were

significantly more rustcdial in their nua;i1 control ideclo7y than were

elementary teachers. similar information was renorted by =ewer, 7idell and

Hey in the original monogranh.211 This study found the secondary teachers be

coming more custodial in their nunil control ideology at a sirnificantly

greeter rate durir-, the course of their student teaching. term.

The writers cemared the cost stieht tachin=, scores on the FCI Form

of the Sc. ial Studi,s stu.!f:nt tcacherh with the art, 7,usic, and
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Forei7n Lani!uage student teachers. It was conjectured that the teachers of

courses which were usually "required" of all students might be more custodial

than the teachers of electives. However, there was no significant difference

in these two groups.

The PCI Form scores of the Art, tusic, and Foreign Language student

teachers were also compared with those scores of two other groups. The

writers felt the responsibility of the Physical Zducation and Industrial

Arts student teachers for the nhysical safety of their students might cause

the to be more custodial than the other groups. This difference did not

prove to be significant at the .05 level, altheul7h it e-7oach si4

nificance with an F score of 3,1143 while 3.05 was needed.

The Home economics, Industrial Arts and "usihess student teachers also

did not prove to be si7nificantly more custcd5..al, as shown by their PCI

Form scores, than their colleagues in Art, and Foreign Languages.

A sin-nificant difference was a7broached Ilcwever. had been_on

that the teachers in the skill subjects might be more custodial than those

in elective subjects more closely allied to the creative a7nects of learning.
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